Abstract -This paper gives a new thought for identifying the mechanism kinematic chains. The thought is based on Weighted Physical Connectivity Matrix [WPCM] of the considered mechanism kinematic chains. The two constants terms named [WPCM∑] (sum of absolute characteristic polynomial coefficients and [WPCMmax] (Maximum absolute value of characteristic polynomial coefficient) of are calculated from [WPCM] matrix. These two constant terms are used as the identity number of a mechanism kinematic chain. This study will help the designer to select the best possible mechanism to perform the specified task at the conceptual stage of design.
proposed a new method in which kinematic chains are represented in the form of the Joint-Joint [JJ] matrix. Dargar et al. [24] [25] proposed Link adjacency value method to identify the isomorphism by calculating the first and second link adjacency values. Rizvi et al. [26] presented a new method for distinct inversions and isomorphism based on a link identity matrix and link signature. Nomenclature: C: Cylinderic lower pair, F: Planer lower pair, G: Spheric lower pair, HP: Higher pairs (point contact), HL: Higher pairs (line contact), P: Prismatic lower pairs, R: Revolute lower pairs, SL: Screw lower pairs.All the kinematic pairs (KP) are distinguished by assigning different numeric values. Let R=1.1, P=1.2, C=1.3, SL=1.4, F=1.5, G=1.6, HP=2.1 and HL=2.2. These values are assumed to distinguish the kinematic pairs.
II. SUMMARY OF THE METHODOLOGY
Step 
The degree vector (V) represents the type of individual link, like 2 for binary link, 3 for ternary link, 4 for quarter nary link, etc.
Step-3: Using MATLAB Software, determine the identity numbers [WPCM∑] and [WPCMmax] of [WPCM] matrix
The characteristic polynomial of WPCM matrix is given by D (λ). The monic polynomial of degree n of WPCM matrix is given by: D (λ) = ‫|‬ WPCM -λI ‫|‬ = λ n + a 1 λ n-1 +a 2 λ n-2 + ----------------+a n-1 λ + a n . 1,a 1 ,a 2 , ---------,a n-1 ,a n are characteristic polynomial coefficients. The two important properties of the characteristic polynomials are: (1) The [WPCM∑] is a constant , i.e. 1+‫|‬a 1 ‫|‬ +‫|‬a 2 ‫|‬ + ---------------+ ‫|‬a n-1 ‫‪a‬|+|‬ n ‫|‬ = constant (2) The [WPCMmax] is also another constant for a WPCM matrix. So , two identity numbers WPCM∑ and WPCMmax unique.
III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider a KC with 10-links shown in Figure-1 . We have to determine the equivalent links or equivalent mechanisms or total distinct mechanisms obtained from this kinematic chain. It is clear from Table-1 that 2 distinct mechanisms can be can be obtained from the given kinematic chain in Figure-1 , because there are only two different values of the constants [WPCM∑] i.e. 1.2580e+003, 1.5393e+003 for the mechanisms obtained by fixing the links 1 to 10 in turns. Note that the result obtained by using other methods available in the literature, the same result is obtained.
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed [PCM] matrix is based on different kinematic pairs based on the contact among different links in a mechanism kinematic chain. The [WPCM] matrix is written with the help of [PCM] matrix. This matrix takes care for the types of links used in the mechanism kinematic chains.The two constants known as identification number [WPCM∑] and [WPCMmax] are determined using MATLAB from the [WPCM] matrix. These identification numbers have been used for determining the distinct mechanisms from a given kinematic chain.
